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Richmond, Virginia is one of The South’s Best Food Towns, selected by the

editors of Garden & Gun. See all of the cities here. Do you agree with our

picks? Disagree? Have your say on Facebook or Twitter.
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A block or so away, find a mid-afternoon sip at Saison. Though the
Latin-leaning spot has a rustic look compatible with the beard and
stocking cap favored by its talented chef, Adam Hall, the cocktails teem
with sophistication. The mezcal and tequila portions of the drinks list
especially impress: Try the oxtail sopes and an End of Days, which melds
agave with a Virginia-brewed IPA.

You have two tempting choices for dinner: Beeline just south to
L’Opossum, an almost surreal exposition on joy authored by the chef
David Shannon, equal parts flamboyant and familial—the ham biscuit
comes topped with escargots. Shannon’s inventiveness breeds loyalty:
The cast of regulars includes Richmonders who dine at the bar at least
once a week in order to keep up with the takes on foie gras and oysters.
Or you could travel seven miles northwest to Walter Bundy’s acclaimed
Shagbark, where dinner means the likes of Foggy Ridge Cider–braised
pork belly with apple and rutabaga mousse—edible convergences of past
and present that taste very much like the future.

An exceptional trail network snakes through Richmond, from a well-
marked walking route chronicling the city’s history of slavery to running
paths that wind along the James River. Either way, you’re bound to build
up an appetite for Metzger Bar & Butchery, an exciting restaurant
helmed by Brittanny Anderson, who has found a spectrum of flavors in
the Germanic canon. Brunch here can mean schnitzel with duck-fat
potatoes or eggs and pork on a pretzel roll, which—if you squint—is a
bit like a biscuit.
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